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Join us on September 14 to find out how to make better decisions about your data using analytics and subject matter knowledge ...
The era of data analytics: What it takes to succeed beyond the hype
Human rights activist David Haigh targeted in attack suspected to have been ordered by Dubai ...
Princess Latifa campaigner had ‘phone compromised by Pegasus spyware’
According to popular narratives, episodes of market bubbles are replete throughout financial history. But what exactly is a ...
Bursting the bubble: Do widespread narratives about speculative bubbles stand up to the evidence?
It is vital that funds for international development are deployed to the greatest impact, given the scale of the needs in many nations around the world. The challenge of sustainably eliminating ...
A Cost Benefit Analysis of the United Nations' Sustainable Development Goals
Fresh Tri, the company that helps people build healthy lifestyles, announced today the integration of diabetes-prevention habits into its habit formation software, also called Fresh Tri. The habits ...
Fresh Tri Introduces Evidence-Based Diabetes Prevention to Its Habit Formation Software
Extinct flying reptiles called pterosaurs were 'flightworthy from the moment of hatching', experts at the universities of Southampton, Portsmouth and Bristol report.
Baby pterosaurs flew the nest straight after hatching! Newly-hatched reptiles were strong enough for flight, new analysis reveals
Fish traps have a long history around the world, and a vast network in a Vancouver Island estuary reveals generations of ecological wisdom.
The Ingenious Ancient Technology Concealed in the Shallows
Q2 2021 Earnings CallAug 3, 2021, 8:30 a.m. ETContents: Prepared Remarks Questions and Answers Call Participants Prepared Remarks: OperatorGood day, and thank you for standing by. Welcome to the Q2 ...
Pacira BioSciences, inc (PCRX) Q2 2021 Earnings Call Transcript
Halfway through 2021, we're seeing more and more evidence that a transformation — "a thorough or dramatic change" — of our global energy economy and ecosystem is underway. This article is the first of ...
The Energy Transition: Technology and Business Model Innovation Path
Ecommerce sales are set to reach almost 35% (34.8%) share of global chain retail by 2023, leading to changes in the way stores fulfil orders, according to new research. New data from Edge Retail ...
Store of the future: Third of physical store space to be ‘dedicated to online fulfilment’
For the second year in a row, BehaVR, a digital therapeutics company whose vision is to liberate people from stress, anxiety and fear though the power of virtual reality, has been awarded a spot in ...
BehaVR Recognized By Parity.Org As 2021 Best Company for Women to Advance
David Chipman, the Biden administration’s pick to head the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives (ATF) is well known for his employment as a “senior policy advisor” with major gun ...
Biden’s ATF Nominee and Mass Surveillance, Erosion of Civil Liberties
Q2 2021 Earnings CallAug 3, 2021, 9:00 a.m. ETContents: Prepared Remarks Questions and Answers Call Participants Prepared Remarks: OperatorLadies and gentlemen, thank you for standing by, and ...
Eli Lilly and Company (LLY) Q2 2021 Earnings Call Transcript
I nvesting in stocks today won't make you rich tomorrow. But if you have a bit of patience and can identify companies that have huge growth opportunities, it could definitely make you rich in the long ...
3 Tech Stocks That Could Make You Rich
I f you're looking for stocks that can provide life-changing returns, the healthcare sector has exactly what want. It might not happen this year or next, but each of these businesses has what it takes ...
3 High-Growth Healthcare Stocks to Buy in August
Britain agreed to let China take an ownership stake in its newest nuclear power plants, figuring Beijing had the nuclear know-how and the construction smarts to help replace the country’s aging power ...
Britain Rethinks Letting China Enter Its Nuclear Power Industry
Seeing it “sticking to the script,” RBC Dominion Securities analyst Sam Crittenden reaffirmed First Quantum Minerals Ltd. (FM-T) as his top copper pick, pointing to its ability to generate “strong” ...
Thursday’s analyst upgrades and downgrades
Surry Hills, once best known for being the centre of Sydney’s rag trade, is carving out a reputation as a technology hub with a cluster of privately owned tech companies.
Sydney’s $120b tech cluster has shades of Silicon Valley
Yet one analyst reckons he's on to the secret info. Dan Ives, managing director of equity research at Wedbush Securities, today sent out a note to clients in which he predicted that the iPhone 13 ...
iPhone 13 event on 14 September, analyst claims
The FTSE 100 rises 0.9% to 7098 points following gains in Asian stocks as concerns over China's regulatory crackdown ease. China on Sunday called for closer co-operation with the U.S. after the U.S.
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